Ordinate scales are % relative standard deviation and nu-bar.
Abscissa scales are energy (eV).

Correlation Matrix

$v$ vs. $E$ for $^{246}$Cm (total $v$)

$\Delta v$ vs. $E$ for $^{246}$Cm (total $v$)
Ordinate scale is % relative standard deviation. Abscissa scales are energy (eV).

$\Delta v/v$ vs. E for $^{246}$Cm (total $v$)

$\Delta v/v$ vs. E for $^{246}$Cm (delayed $v$)

Correlation Matrix
Ordinate scale is % relative standard deviation. Abscissa scales are energy (eV).

Correlation Matrix

$\Delta v/v$ vs. $E$ for $^{246}$Cm(total $v$)

$\Delta v/v$ vs. $E$ for $^{246}$Cm(prompt $v$)
Ordinate scales are % relative standard deviation and nu-bar.
Abscissa scales are energy (eV).

Correlation Matrix